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PET Sheet Mounts - Suitable for vertical display of thin 2-D objects

The Project
When MOA opened in 1976 the intention of the “Visible Storage” (VS) concept was to provide easy and
immediate access to the museumʼs collection. In the absence of guidelines for the construction of
visually or structurally consistent exhibit mounts, the 30 years of subsequent growth led to a cluttered
appearance in the galleries. In 2004, MOA began a sizable renewal and expansion project that included
rehousing 15,000 objects from MOAʼs diverse collection. The mounts, which were designed and built at
MOA, had to fulfill specific criteria. They had to protect the object from physical vibration, be supportive
yet unobtrusive, and be constructed from materials that were inert, sturdy and visually streamlined. After
several successions of material testing, prototyping and community consultations, a number of
adaptable mounting systems were devised based on approximately a dozen object types.

Visible Storage Before

PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) sheet is
used as a semi-ridged backing support to
suspend thin objects such as velum shadow
puppets or unmounted prints. The object is
secured to the PET through the use of tabs
which are cut into the PET sheet at strategic
points dependent on the shape of the object.
The PET can be sandblasted or orbital sanded
on one side if opacity is required. The
mounted object can be installed with hardware
tailored to fit the individual case requirements.

Whistle Mounts - Suitable for long or smaller objects requiring angled display
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The whistle mount consists of two components: customcut supports made out of high density Plastizote foam
that securely grip the object, and an angled steel bar that
connects to the case fixture. The foam is pressure fitted
onto the bar. The foam blocks can easily be swapped out
for other objects to fit onto the angled bar.
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Fig.1. Before the project, many of the objects displayed in the museumʼs visible
storage gallery rested on glass shelves with no mounts or support of any kind.
Earthquake mitigation was done as possible using wax or fishing line.
Fig.2. Previous mounts were cost effective, stable and did offer support and security,
but there was a lack of visual consistency in the gallery spaces.

Fig.3. Visible storage drawer units were lined with planks of white ethafoam - objects were secured to the foam using a variety of systems
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including wire pins, fishing line, twill tape and recessed cutouts. Objects routinely slipped out of their bindings due to the failures of these
systems and the poor shock resistance of the drawer units themselves.

Developing Solutions
The current mounting solutions were devised after consultation with originating communities and
museum staff – these sessions were critical in the design process and lead to decisions such as using
black foam and board instead of the traditional white, the latter being considered too clinical in
appearance. The importance of submitting different batches of the same materials to Oddy Testing was
confirmed through the project.

Black Tray Supports: Four Examples
Black Trays serve as both a handling support for individual objects moving between storages, galleries
and research areas as well as a display/storage mount when installed in either compacting storage or
visible storage. The trays are constructed from high density Plastizote and Alpharag matboard. All
components are secured with Metal Edge© banding so no adhesives are required. The following four
designs can be modified to suit a large number of different object types.

Classics Mounts - Suitable for small unstable objects requiring vertical display on a shelf
This research mount allows for secure
display and handling but also allows
for full visual access to the object
without removal of the mount. The
object is held in place with customformed sprung steel clips. The clips
are braised to a brass support rod that
is pressure fitted into a drilled hole on
the vertical surface of a Plexi “L”. The
mount can be waxed to the display
shelf to provide seismic mitigation sandblasting the base of the L-bracket
creates an opaque surface that hides
any wax used.

Sled Mounts for Storage - Suitable for large,masks with multiple components

Sink Mount - This is an easy and secure way to mount a variety of
objects. The object is pressure fitted into a foam cutout set into in a
matboard tray. Objects with several components can be included in one
tray.

Basket Mount - Upright foam pieces are custom fit to the base of
the basket using a profile gauge, and can be scaled to support the
smallest to the largest type of baskets. Metal Edge© can be used to
attach the pieces to the tray bottom.

Sled Mounts are custom-made aluminum frames for handling large, complex North West Coast masks
with rounded or protruding bases. These sleds connect to the maskʼs interior exhibit mount. The frames
are made of electrical conduit making them lightweight. The sleds provide easily accessible grips for
otherwise awkward objects with multiple components and ensure that the object is never directly
handled during storage or transport. Dangling cedar bark can be wrapped in Stabiltex and secured with
twill tape.

Visible Storage After - the new Multiversity Galleries

Arrow Mount - Arrows can be raised with small blocks of custom
carved foam. This provides another level of protection for quills and
other fragile components because it further reduces the risks from
handling and abrasion. These raised blocks, which support both ends of
long objects, can be anchored in a tray by a pressure fitting them into a
foam tray liner.

Spoon Mount - Mounts for Northwest Coast spoons use both
matboard hooks and supports to hold the spoons upright and in
place. These basic shapes can be scaled in size to support most styles
and sizes of spoons and ladles. Since no foam is required these
objects are mounted on un-walled trays

Installing Trays Into Drawer Units
The black trays are pressure fitted
into custom cut foam templates in
each drawer unit. This stops the
trays from moving, providing
further protection from vibration.
Objects mounted in trays must
pass a shake test before being
installed in a drawer.
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